Similar ectopic gene conversion frequencies in the backbone genome of pathogenic and nonpathogenic Escherichia coli strains.
We previously showed that gene conversions were more frequent in the genomes of three Escherichia coli pathogenic strains than in the genome of the nonpathogenic K-12 E. coli strain. However, that study did not address whether the more frequent conversions observed in the genes of pathogenic strains occurred between the backbone genes common to these four strains or in the numerous horizontally transferred genes found only in pathogenic strains. Here, we show that ectopic gene conversions are equally frequent in the backbone genes of pathogenic and nonpathogenic strains, that most of these conversions are short, and that the nucleotide changes they generate are probably selectively neutral. Backbone genes are therefore under similar selective constraints in both pathogenic and nonpathogenic E. coli strains. The higher frequency of gene conversions we previously observed in pathogenic strains is therefore due to higher conversion frequencies between the numerous horizontally transferred genes found only in pathogenic strains.